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Meiner meinung nach ein richtig gutes Spiel, aber keider viel zu kurz. Batman Training Simulator. 1) You need 3 other friends
to make the most out of this - it's hilarious when you're on voice chat together - especially if some of you are creative enough to
do a bit of role-playing. If you don't have other friends to play this game with or friends who don't enjoy using voice chat-
DON'T bother buying this - you won't have any enjoyment.

2) It's \u00a34.99. So you should set your expectations a little bit lower for the gameplay you get out of this - watch some online
to see if this is the kind of game you would enjoy. IMO you're paying for the fun you get out of playing such a ridiculous
premise with friends rather than the mechanics themselves.

3) The dog mess should clear up if the lover slips in it once. And the dog shouldn't be able to body block doorways with his
body. This makes things a little bit unfair and makes some rooms impossible to escape from.

4) Would be nice to see improvements to the UI as it's severely lacking atm.

5) Would be quite atmospheric to have different times of day as well
. This was the first game I ever played when I was 8. It is GREAT! 10/10 - Oldy but still a goody.. EDIT: They fixed the
bug.Thank you for this.

\/\/ Game breaking bug, no word from devs. Refunding. \\\\. one of the best games i have played.very retro and arcadey.pls buy
it.it is very worth it.. You might like if: You want to relive your Oddworld days, but lack the PlayStation version. It's a shaky
port though, so new players would probably be better off checking out Oddworld: New 'n' Tasty instead (the modern remake),
as It likely won't be the same without the nostalgia.

Great game. Naff port.

For the masochistic among us who spent our childhood watching Abe repeatedly get shot/eaten/crushed/fall hilariously down a
massive ravine; and yet somehow still save all 99 Mudokons and want to relive that brutality again... 3 things to beware of that
haven't translated well from the PlayStation version to PC:

Overall game speed is faster (maybe 20%?)... And, as any veteran will tell you, the last thing meat saws need is more
oomph...

Controller mapping is shaky - We've lost the L2/R2 buttons where it doesn't recognise the triggers on most controllers.
It's also a sod to configure as well, unless you know which is button 1, 2, 3, 4... Not unworkable, but fiddly and takes
some getting used to.

The game stretches to full screen... which really doesn't flatter it. I'd personally prefer the option to let it retain its native
resolution and run with the black sidebars (akin to the screenshots on the store page).

It's a shame the port doesn't do it justice, as the game is an utterly stellar stealth-and-rescue platformer. You're stuck as a slave
at the bottom of the food chain and have to escape the clutches of the Magog Cartel before you become their latest ready-meal.
Outgunned, you purely have to use your wits to escape. But it gets better... You also have to save your friends too. And so ensues
a frustrating Lemmings-like rescue where you have to ensure that they don't get shot too... or aimlessly walk into a landmine.

You think Dark Souls is brutal? Kid... you ain't seen nothing yet...

But you get the beautiful taste of retaliation too. Play with grenades, use your enemy's own traps against them... or better still,
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possess them and have them wreak the carnage for you. Play it well and you might even be able to gain enough powers to blast
them to ashes...

It's a wonderfully challenging platformer: Requiring as much precision and fast reflexes as it does puzzle solving. It's all about
looking at the level you are in and how best to use it to your advantage. It does have a few flaws though (thankfully fixed in its
successor, Abe's Exoddus): Whilst you (graciously) have infinite lives and frequent checkpoints, the lack of quick save can
make some fiddly areas an absolute ball ache. You also tend to need a strategy guide to find all of the hidden areas, as there
aren't any sneaky tell-tale markers you can look out for.

It's just a shame the port is so scrappy. It's not unplayable... but it's certainly hard work, and nostalgia can only get you so far..
Picked this up in the Steam sale and whilst it does appear to be a little lacking in features, it is quite fun to play - especially on
the rare occasions when you manage to produce a 5 star vintage and rake the cash in! I do hope that the developers keep
updating the game though as I feel that the replay value at the moment may be a bit low.
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This game is a fun management game. I find its graphics flawed and the mechanics are little more than that of a mobile app. I
would recommend this game but only at a very cheap price.. It's got several good hours of gameplay in it. Lots of customization
in playstyle due to the myriad of passives and the class system.

I wish that it was a little easier to plan a build, the passive tree is overwhelming and requires a lot of dragging, hovering, and
planning if you want a good synergistic build.

I'd also like another gameplay option, only movement makes the main gameplay loop feel a bit dry.. This is a kinetic novel,
there are no choices. It is a short collection of ghost stories.

This game barely earns a recommend from me. I score it 5 out of 10.

- Its FREE and under an hour.
- Its an easy 100% achievement. The hardest challenge you face is you need to click 1000 times (when I finished the game in
700 clicks)
- The art and music are decent.
- There are a couple decent stories included, but certainly nothing scary.

Its an ok time killer if you need a quick story fix.. Severely overlooked game.

Buy it if you enjoy skillful maneuvering with a touch of puzzle-like elements.. A good childhood game brought back to life.
This game is very much worth the money.
-Graphics are great
-Gameplay is great

The  only  problems I have are:

-I wish the buildings said what they did
I mean, you learn over time, but it would have been nice in the start.

-I REALLY wish there was a save option
It was midnight. I had to sleep. I didn't want to lose my progress so I just left it on ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
That is the story on how I got 24 hours logged. Otherwise the game is a few hours long at best; but I mean come on.  just look at
that price 

fite me. Crysis is an alien invasion game set in the year 2020. An archeological team on a remote Pacific island is captured by
an invasion force of North Koreans and US Special Forces team is dispatched to investigate and rescue the scientists. Playing as
Normad with Nanosuit including Fun Powers Like Cloak, Strength, Speed , Armor Makes this Game More Enjoyable.
Graphically So much Enhanced and Detailed. Story is well organized. Perfect FPS Sci-fi Game out there.

Pros :

1. Visually Enhanced.
2. Fun Combat.
3. Third Person View in Vehicle Mode.
4. Good Story.
5. Satisfying Boss Battles.

Cons:

1. Annoying Bugs/Glitches here and there.

8/10. Happy Gaming!
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